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The Ohio Farmer
Jeffrey Service
Know Your Cows
The Caldecott Medal–winning collection of classic American rhymes, songs, and jingles. Beautifully rendered illustrations
accompany well-known nursery rhymes, counting-out games, skipping-rope songs, finger games, and other schoolyard
classics beloved by generations of American children. Collected from across America, The Rooster Crows features rhymes
both old and new, and will be a perfect addition to any child’s collection.

The Red Rooster Scare
Riding the Iron Rooster
The Baltimore Underwriter
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The Book on Chickens
Our Dumb Animals
Dead Men’s Clubs
Bouncy illustrations, innovative die cutting and popular rhymes make Books with Holes a must for every child. Available in
three formats, suitable for babies, toddlers, pre-schoolers and the nursery or classroom.

Bloody Jack
Providence Magazine
Did you know that Bad-Tempered Bradford Cattle are used for rodeos? Impress friends and relatives with interesting facts
about 45 breeds of cattle, including their appearance, personality, history, breeding, milk-producing capabilities, and other
fun facts. From the strong Ayrshire who produces ideal milk for ice cream, to the pampered Wagyu, whose beef is said to
reduce cholesterol, this fascinating guide will turn both adults and children into cow enthusiasts.

Know Your Chickens
High School Life
The Postal Clerk
"Each book by Jack Kerouac is unique, a telepathic diamond. With prose set in the middle of his mind, he reveals
consciousness itself in all its syntatic elaboration, detailing the luminous emptiness of his own paranoiac confusion. Such
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rich natural writing is nonpareil in later half XX century, a synthesis of Proust, Céline, Thomas Wolfe, Hemingway, Genet,
Thelonius Monk, Basho, Charlie Parker, and Kerouac's own athletic sacred insight. "This entire short novel Tristessa's a
narrative meditation studying a hen, a rooster, a dove, a cat, a chihuaha dog, family meat, and a ravishing, ravished junky
lady, first in their crowded bedroom, then out to drunken streets, taco stands, & pads at dawn in Mexico City slums." —Allen
Ginsberg

The Louisville & Nashville Employes' Magazine
Author Trish Ostroski shares a variety of thoughtful and real lessons in this whimsical, easy-to-read book. With insights and
observations from a life well lived in places like Moldova all the way to Hollywood and beyond, she shares her wonderful
ride! With a career focused on service above selk, she was able to experience places and people most of us can only
imagine. The stories resonate with those who love travel and life lessons learned along the ride. The book reads life scenes
from a movie. Each one a new chapter in the travels of Trish, allowing the reader to skip from section to section as the
stories demand. From poignant Peace Corps experiences to tha trauma of surviving an earthquake, there are life lessons for
any reader. The people places and things that Trish Ostroski has experienced will keep you reading into the night. A
beautiful, book-on-the nightstand read for anyone who loves a good story! Extras include the complete words to Janis Ian's
award winning song "At Seventeen", the play "See You Sooner" -a tribute to Sharon Lane who was the only woman killed in
the Vietnam war from eneemy fire, an in addition each chapter ends in an inspirational quote that will resonate with you.
About the Author An award-winning writer, Trish Ostroski has led an interesting life. She served in the United States Peace
Corps 2013-2015 in Moldova in Eastern Europe, a former Soviet nation. Prior to the Peace Corps, she was active in the
entertainment industry in Hollywood as a playwright, theatrical reviewer, performer, writer, and speaker. While in Los
Angeles, she worked in advertising in both print and broadcast media. With more than 500 articles published in newspapers
and magazines, she also co-authored several books and performed standup comedy at the famous Ice House in Pasadena.
She had the opportunity to share the stage with Joan van Ark, Lee Meriwether, Lainie Kazan, and Debbie Reynolds. She
switched gears by training as a hypnotherapist. Somewhere in the middle, she survived the Northridge Earthquake, losing
her car and condo reduced to rubble that fateful day in January 1994. In reflection, it was just another journey in life's
marathon. Trish has served on numerous boards and is an alum of Gonzaga Univeristy, UCLA and the Hypnosis Motivation
Institute. She is a longtime member of Toastmasters International, a certified Jack Canfield Trainer and a certified
ambassador for International Cities of Peace. She currently lives in Ohio near the scenis Cuyahoga Valley National Park. She
writes books that help readers understand the world more clearly by sharing lessons and stories in hopes to anable people
to live their lives with greater meaning and purpose.

Prairie Freight
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Only once in cinema history have imported films dominated the American market: during the nickelodeon era in the early
years of the twentieth century, when the Pathé company's "Red Rooster" films could be found "everywhere." Through
extensive original research, Richard Abel demonstrates how crucial French films were in making "going to the movies"
popular in the United States, first in vaudeville houses and then in nickelodeons. Abel then deftly exposes the consequences
of that popularity. He shows how, in the midst of fears about mass immigration and concern that women and children
(many of them immigrants) were the principal audience for moving pictures, the nickelodeon became a contested site of
Americanization. Pathé's Red Rooster films came to be defined as dangerously "foreign" and "alien" and even "feminine"
(especially in relation to "American" subjects like westerns). Their impact was thwarted, and they were nearly excluded
from the market, all in order to ensure that the American cinema would be truly American. The Red Rooster Scare offers a
revealing and readable cultural history of American cinema's nationalization, by one of the most distinguished historians of
early cinema.

Press Summary - Illinois Information Service
These eleven stories are incidents recalled from childhood - a long time ago, to widowhood - not such a long time ago. For
me, the prairie embodies the emotional freight we carry with us from childhood into adulthood, no matter where we
wander, no matter where we land. "All of us have been formed by experiences that still inhabit us." John Berger: 'Ways of
Seeing'; "We are all as women recollecting our lives, trying to believe and make sense of our experiences and live on."
Linda Leonard: 'Wounded Women'; "What is it about the past that makes the present by comparison so pallid and
weightless?" John Banville: 'Eclipse'.

Railroad Wire and Signal
Lowell Davis is one of the premier craftsmen of our time. His unique farm-life figurines have graced shops and homes
around the world and have been featured in the Saturday Evening Post, Country Living, and Collector's Mart. This famed
painter and sculptor now turns his craft to the page in his captivating work, The Book on Chickens, sure to be of interest to
collectors and newcomers alike. Davis's familiar character-collectibles, Big Jack and Goldie, come to life in this enchanting,
full-color story of two chickens in love. The clever, superbly illustrated tale takes us through the courtship, marriage, and
parenthood of a loving couple holding firmly to their traditional values. The story takes place on a farm in southwest
Missouri, "far from the big cities, snuggled in the foothills of the Ozark Mountains," similar to the one where the author lives.

Folktales of Newfoundland (RLE Folklore)
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Discusses the history, fundamentals, and coaching of soccer.

The Literary Digest
A cumulative Appalachian tale celebrating a boy, five animals, and a fortune.

The Literary Digest
Did you know that Barnvelder chickens are known for being lazy while Belgian D’Uccle chickens are known for being
friendly? Impress friends and relatives with interesting facts about more than 40 breeds of chickens from around the world,
including their history, personality, egg-laying and flying abilities, and other fun facts. From knowing what chickens are
considered the “French Poodles of the world” to which ones can fly the highest, learn all about these diverse – and
sometimes rare – animals with this fascinating guide and Know Your Chickens! • Features over 40 popular breeds of
chickens, each receiving its own full-page spread • Provides fun facts highlighting their characteristics, history, personality,
capabilities, and more • Includes distinctive, high-quality photography of each breed • Its compact size makes it fun and
easy to flip through for fast and interesting info.

God’s Guidance and the 20,000 Foot Pole
Woman's Home Companion
There's a Rooster in My Bathroom!
Paul Theroux, the author of the train travel classics The Great Railway Bazaar and The Old Patagonian Express, takes to the
rails once again in this account of his epic journey through China. He hops aboard as part of a tour group in London and sets
out for China's border. He then spends a year traversing the country, where he pieces together a fascinating snapshot of a
unique moment in history. From the barren deserts of Xinjiang to the ice forests of Manchuria, from the dense metropolises
of Shanghai, Beijing, and Canton to the dry hills of Tibet, Theroux offers an unforgettable portrait of a magnificent land and
an extraordinary people.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineer's Monthly
Journal
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The Rural New-Yorker
Green's Fruit Grower and Home Companion
Pacific Rural Press
May Gods Guidance and The 20,000 Foot Pole enhance your desire to be more conscious of personal evangelism. May it
bring better understanding of Gods guidance on ordinary men and women who may never be nationally or publicly
recognized. Gods Guidance is God’s word dwelling in us, causing us to be exactly where God wants us to be at exactly the
right time to glorify Him. And the 20,000 Foot Pole symbolizes the choices and priorities that can change that!

This Is the House That Jack Built
The Waverley Story Books for Children have simple words that stand alone in very large text, which encourages young
learners to focus on the words of the story before appreciating the pictures of the story's adventures. -- The illustrations tell
sweet, imaginative stories that really draw children in, and the simple language and rhythm encourages them to follow
along. The Lazy Rooster doesn't want to get up and crow - what happens? Nothing! No food, no work, no morning. What's
the farm to do? Find out in this wonderfully simple, yet inventive book. -- Moving from lap reading to independent reading is
a source of great pride for many beginning readers and I hope you and your little one enjoy these books as much as mine
did. --Dr. Amanda Stanford

The Lazy Rooster
Jack and the Animals
This collection of Newfoundland folk narratives, first published in 1996, grew out of extensive fieldwork in folk culture in the
province. The intention was to collect as broad a spectrum of traditional material as possible, and Folktales of
Newfoundland is notable not only for the number and quality of its narratives, but also for the format in which they are
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presented. A special transcription system conveys to the reader the accents and rhythms of each performance, and the
endnote to each tale features an analysis of the narrator’s language. In addition, Newfoundland has preserved many
aspects of English and Irish folk tradition, some of which are no longer active in the countries of their origin. Working from
the premise that traditions virtually unknown in England might still survive in active form in Newfoundland, the researchers
set out to discover if this was in fact the case.

St. Nicholas
Munch Malone is one seriously inept golfer, but that hasn’t dimmed his enthusiasm for the game. Now, at seventy, Munch, a
high handicapper, has drawn some unlikely attention—from the afterlife. From on high, two golfers—both quite
deceased—have been scouring Earth on a quest to find the perfect golfer. But there are so many golfers on so many golf
courses. If they are ever to play the game they both loved so much in life again, they need just the right golfer for a grand
experiment from the Great Beyond. And then they find Munch. Target acquired, they settle back into their easy chairs in the
great clubhouse in the sky, drinks in hand, to watch as their experiment plays itself out down on terra firma—on highdefinition television, of course. Meanwhile, down on Earth, Munch is going about his life, oblivious to the role he is about to
play in their game. He’s just invested in clubs that once belonged to scratch golfers— his secret strategy for success in the
USGA Senior Men’s Amateur Championship. But his destiny to win the Open is derailed as Vegas operatives plot to steal his
clubs. The escapade romps across The Greenbrier’s Old White Golf Course and into the hotel’s underground bunker—as the
adventure is spiced up by sexual twists and Glocks being drawn on the course. Now, it’s a battle of wills—both terrestrial
and heavenly—to see if Munch’s destiny or his ineptitude will reign supreme.

B and O Magazine
The Little Tiny Rooster
Reduced to begging and thievery in the streets of London, a thirteen-year-old orphan disguises herself as a boy and
connives her way onto a British warship set for high sea adventure in search of pirates.

Tristessa
The Rooster Crows
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Our Navy, the Standard Publication of the U.S. Navy
Jan. 31, 1967- lists Nebraska tractor tests.

Locomotive Engineers Journal
The Far-Eastern review
Implement & Tractor
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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